The Rate Constrained Block Matching Algorithm, (RC-BMA), introduced in this paper, jointly minimizes Displaced Frame Di erence (DFD) variance and entropy or conditional entropy of motion vectors for determining the motion vectors. It is intended for use in low rate video coding applications where the contribution of the motion vector rate to the overall coding rate might be signi cant. The DFD variance vs. motion vector rate performance of RC-BMA employing size KxK blocks is shown to be superior to that of the conventional Minimum Distortion Block Matching Algorithm (MD-BMA) employing size 2Kx2K blocks. Constraining of the entropy or conditional entropy of motion vectors in RC-BMA results in smoother and more organized motion vector elds than those output by MD-BMA.
Introduction
In motion estimation for video coding the widely recognized Minimum Distortion Block M a t c hing Algorithm (MD-BMA) minimizes the Displaced Frame Di erence (DFD) variance between two frames. Consider two successive framesof a video sequence at times t ; 1 a n d t, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Let a block of size KxK with upper left corner P in a temporally predicted target frame t be denoted by B t (P) and the vectorized intensity v alues of the pixels in it be denoted by X t (P). The upper left corners of the blocks in frame t are at the vertices of a uniform grid, V (m n) = ( mK nK) y , where y indicates a transpose operation.
The index combination (m n) assumes value in a nite set, (m n) 2 G . The motion model for MD-BMA assumes uniform, translational motion of rigid objects rather than rotational motion, camera zooming or occlusion e ects, so that the same motion vector (m n) is assigned to all pixels within a particular block in frame t, (P) = (m n) if P 2 B t (V (m n) ). In exhaustive search MD-BMA the motion vector ( with nonzero occurrence probability. Hence the motion vector index for each block can be conveyed to the receiver at a rate of log 2 j S + 0 j bits per motion vector by a xed-rate code.
A better alternative to xed-rate coding of the motion vectors is the variable-rate entropy coding of the motion vectors in which case the motion vectors f : 2 S + 0 g are assigned variable length entropy c o d e w ords with a shorter expected length. One might assume that the motion present i n e a c h frame is concentrated only in certain directions and magnitudes without exhausting all possibilities (i.e. j S + 0 j j S 0 j). Under this assumption the entropy c o d e w ord lengths or probabilities can be transmitted on a frame-by-frame basis at a negligible overhead rate for frame adaptive e n tropy coding of motion vectors. Considerably low m o t i o n v ector rates can be achieved by frame adaptive e n tropy coding of motion vectors estimated by MD-BMA. However, MD-BMA imposes no constraints on the entropy contribution of individual motion vectors as they are determined by the minimum-distortion search. A candidate motion vector may b e c hosen over another candidate motion vector with a signi cantly less contribution to entropy and a slightly more contribution to distortion. As a result, the generated motion vector eld is not smooth and contains numerous spurious motion vectors.
1.1 Rate-Constrained BMA (RC-BMA)
Entropy coding of motion vectors can yield even better motion vector compression performance were the motion vectors generated by MD-BMA not so noisy and so discontinuous at the boundaries of moving objects. In this paper the discontinuity problem is addressed by partitioning the set of motion vectors of a frame into two classes. For the class of predictable 1 motion vectors, which are highly correlated with their neighbors, the spatial prediction error vectors of motion vectors are entropy coded (or in a restricted sense, the motion vectors are conditional-entropy coded). The class of unpredictable motion vectors are simply entropy coded. The motivation here is to exploit the local trends (in the form of correlation) in the motion vector eld for the predictable motion vectors and global trends in the motion vector eld for the unpredictable motion vectors. The minimized cost function for each block incorporates either an entropy or a conditional entropy constraint term. Imposing a constraint o n e n tropy or conditional entropy helps reduce the disorderliness and noise in the motion vector eld. In many respects the RC-BMA algorithm shares similarities with Entropy Constrained VQ, (ECVQ), ( 1] ) and Conditional Entropy Constrained VQ, (CECVQ), ( 2] ) algorithms. 1 The names given to the classes may not be truly representative of all the motion vectors and are merely used to distinguish between the speci c actions taken for the constituents of each class.
Entropy or conditional entropy coding requires entropy or conditional entropy decoding tables to be constructed at the receiver. The approach adopted here is the frame adaptive transmission of three rst order pmfs which are used to construct these tables at the receiver. Transmission of only rst order pmfs is critical for keeping the overhead rate low. The approximations used to derive these functions will be explained in the following sections.
RC-BMA allows the user to control the rate allocated to the motion vectors of each frame. Ideally the distribution of the overall rate to motion vectors and DFD compression must be optimized. However, this is a di cult problem since the coding characteristics of DFD is dependent on the coding characteristics (or rate) of the motion vectors in a not so easily tractable manner. Therefore, in this work, rate control is employed on a frame by frame basis and only used for targeting a desired rate at which performance comparisons can be made with MD-BMA. A v ariable-length tree-structured segmentation algorithm is used in 5] to determine the best spatial resolution of the motion vectors for region based very low rate video coding. A similar idea has been employed for variable block size motion estimation by v ariable-length quadtree structures in 6]. In both of these approaches the generated variable-length tree structures are rate-constrained, reminiscent o f v ariable-length tree-structured codebooks of 7, 8 ] . The rate, reported in 5, 6 ] , includes the contribution due to the compression of DFD, and correspondingly, distortion is the variance of the quantization error of DFD.
Although the variable-length tree-structures are rate-constrained, the process employed to map a block t o a node of the tree attempts to minimize only distortion. The set of conditional probabilities fp( j (m;1 n) (m n;1) )g for each possible pair ( (m;1 n) (m n;1) ) must be available at the receiver so that it can track the estimation process. This is usually not feasible with a moderately large S 0 due to the order of the product space underlying the conditional pmf. The conditional pmf may be approximated by the product of horizontal and vertical marginals p( j (m;1 n) (m n;1) ) ' p h ( j (m;1 n) )p v ( j (m n;1) ) (4) ' p ( j (m;1 n) )p ( j (m n;1) ) where the conditional pmf is further assumed to be isotropic in the second approximation. These approximations reduce the order of the product space by one.
Once the prediction for the current motion vector is made in this manner, the conditional entropy constrained cost function for block ( m n) is written as
where S 1 (P) = f + P : 2 S 1 (0)g. The conditional pmf p( j ) f o r a l l 2 S 0 must also be available at the receiver for entropy c o ding/decoding. In order to keep the overhead rate low, the conditional pmf p( j ) also governs spatial prediction by letting p ( j ) = p( j ). By Bayes's rule
The equality p( j ) ' p n ( ; ) i s v alid for some rst order pmf p n (:) when the joint probability density function for , is Gaussian. Hence the conditional pmf can be approximated by the rst order pmf p n ( ; ) allowing us to work with spatial prediction error vectors of the form ; .
3 Unpredictable motion vectors
Classi cation of all the motion vectors as predictable leads to large prediction errors at the boundaries of moving objects or at places of nonuniform motion as a result of rotation or zooming of camera. The global information in the motion vector eld may also carry more importance for a particular motion vector than the local information from its neighboring motion vectors. The cost functional minimized for the class of unpredictable motion vectors between target and reference frames can be written as
is the DFD variance of blocks with unpredictable motion vectors. R 2 is the rate of transmission of the unpredictable motion vectors in S 0 . T h e e n tropy constrained cost function for block ( m n) is written as
This cost function incorporates the transmission cost of the unpredictable motion vector given by the The class bit map is the set of class bits for all blocks and is denoted as z = fz (m n) ( (m n) )g.
Modi cations of pmf's for entropy coding/decoding
Once the set of bits fz (m n) ( ) : 2 S 0 \ S 1 (^ (m n) )g is determined for a block with index (m n), the estimates fp( )g and fp( j^ (m n) )g are modi ed prior to entropy coding/decoding to prevent the overlap of nonzero probabilities of candidate motion vectors under di erent classes. where C (m n) ( (m n) ) in Eqn. (15) is de ned by Eqns. (10), (7) and (5).
For a given , J decreases for the rst few iterations and either converges to or oscillates around a nal value for the rest of the iterations. There is no guarantee that J will monotonically decrease with the iteration number. Therefore RC-BMA algorithm is terminated after a predetermined number of iterations. 6 Rate control mechanism
The motion vector rate for frame t can be controlled to fall within a target rate interval, (R t1 R t2 ), by varying the constraint parameter . Increasing usually results in a decrease in the motion vector rate (R ) and vice versa. The way is varied is governed by the rate control mechanism which is described below.
The mechanism is started with a given = 1 . After each run j ; 1 o f R C-BMA the constraint parameter j for the current run is set equal to j;1 if the output rate of RC-BMA from the previous run, R j;1 , i s a b o ve the target interval (R t1 R t2 ), and is set equal to j;1 = if R j;1 is below the target interval. is a constant and satis es > 1. If R j;1 falls inside the target interval, the rate control mechanism is terminated after a nal run of RC-BMA. If R j;1 and R j;2 are on opposite sides of the target interval, j is set equal to the geometric mean of j;1 and j;2 . In this case is reduced in magnitude.
If < 1 + , w h e r e is a small constant, change from j;1 to j is negligible and the mechanism is terminated.
7 Computation of overhead rate R ov for adaptive transmission of As it may be desirable for rate control, R ov increases as the overall rate, R, increases and decreases as R decreases. This is due to the fact that large forces the rst order pmfs, p ( ) a n d p n ( ), to be concentrated at or near = 0 a n d = 0 respectively.
Note that fp ( ) : 2 S 0 g are also transmitted in the same fashion for MD-BMA. The increase in overhead rate for RC-BMA over that of MD-BMA is due to the additional transmission of fp n ( ) : 2 S 1 (0)g which is usually small. If the increase in complexity is not an issue for the application, performance can be improved over Special Case II by exploiting the memory between some of size 8x8 blocks with the two-class RC-BMA algorithm. For example, at the same rate as MD-BMA, RC-BMA yields the same DFD variance for Trevor000-001, while the PSNR gains for Claire000-002 and Salesman000-002 are 1.39dB and 0.47dB respectively.
On the other hand, Special Case I employing only conditional entropy coding and constraint leads to unacceptably poor performance and the rate and distortion are not tractable by the adjustment o f . E v en the convex hull of the distortion-rate pairs for Special Case I lies above the other two c haracteristics for the three selected frame pairs.
Video Coding simulations
In this section results are presented and summarized for the motion estimation/compensation and subsequent compression of the DFD frames of several video sequences. Important parameters about the simulations are summarized in Table 1 for an unpredictable motion vector. The xed-rate coded probability estimates are also transmitted with the method outlined in Section 7. Table 2 summarizes the average values of the PSNR and Rate curves before and after the coding of DFD for each of the simulations in Table 1 . Curves for two s i m ulations are also plotted in Figure 4 . RC-BMA with size 8x8 blocks has a better temporal estimation performance than MD-BMA with size 16x16
blocks. This is largely due to the fact that both local and global information about the motion vector eld are exploited. For the six simulations employing RC-BMA with size 8x8 blocks, average motion estimation Table 2 Average PSNR and Rate (before and after SPIHT Coding) of DFD for the simulations in Table 1 LIST OF FIGURES 
